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Welcome to our 

 

 

We are so excited to be able to offer this program again within our family of parishes, as we all 
believe that it will help children to grow in their faith and participate more fully in the mass in their 
future! In our preparations for Children’s Church, we came across a letter to parents that was 
encouraging them to bring their children to mass. In it, the author wrote:  

Children learn by observing. But they learn even more by participating. So keep coming (to mass). 
Get involved as adults, and help your children to see their role as members in their faith 
community. We’re glad you’re here. 

We want to thank you all for bringing children to mass. As a parent, grandparent, extended family 
member, or family friend to these children, you are setting a positive role-model for them. Without 
your children, our Children’s ministry program wouldn’t be possible, but we saw a growing need 
for it in each of our parishes, so we acted upon it. 

Here are a few things that you might like to know about the program we offer: 

- We are not using a purchased program, but are following the children’s Catechism and are 
instilling a routine of prayer, stories, craft, songs and/or dance. Any adult leader would be 
able to follow the simple set-up of our program, so if you are considering volunteering, 
please join us any week!  

- We invite children of all ages. Parents with infants are invited to participate, as we 
acknowledge that often you bring another member of the family to the program. 
We have set up a safe and interactive space for these small bodies. Youth can 
become involved as helpers, and highschool students can acquire their volunteer 
hours through us.  

- The weekly donations that you give to your parish will cover the costs 
of this program, so no collection will be taken from the children.  

- A monthly newsletter that shares the topics we will be covering each 
week will be sent home at the beginning of the month. We encourage 
you to read through it, talk to your children after each week about the 
topic, and use the “Song of the Month” as music in your home! 

If you have any questions, comments, or concerns, or 
simply want to get involved in our program, feel free 
to contact the church or meet us after mass in the 
Sunday School room. 

Thank-you for your love, support, and prayers! 

  The Children’s Church Team 


